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ON THE UNSTABLE e-INVARIANT 
P. HOFFMAN 
(Received 14 September 1965) 
LET m > n be positive integers, and let f: SZm-l -+ S2” be a map. Let e,(j) E Q/Z be the 
complex e-invariant off [l, 61. Using operations in K-theory, one can derive integrality 
conditions on the Chern characters of complex vector bundles over a finite CW-complex 
X. For example, taking X as the mapping cone off and using the ‘I!’ operations of Adams 
[2], one limits the possible values taken by e,(j). These limitations are exact stably [l] 
[5] [6] (especially Theorems 7.15, 7.18 and Proposition 7.20 of [l]). In this paper, we 
improve these conditions in the unstable case, using the stronger but less manageable 
exterior power operations. 
Let g(m, n) = g.c.d.(k” - k”) 
kzl 
To calculate g(m, n) we have 
(A) if a > 2, 2”Ig(m, n) if and only if 
2’-‘](m - n) and asn; 
(B) if p is an odd prime, p”Ig(m, n) if and only if paT1(p - l)l(m - n) and c1$ n. These 
follow from the structure of Qp, the group of units in Z,. If f: Szmn-’ + S2” is a map, 
the following facts are known [l, 61: 
g(m, n)e,(f) = 0 mod Z 
When n = 1, 2 or 4 and m = 2n, this cannot be improved. 
If n >- 3 and m - n E 2(mod 4), then +g(m, n)e,(f) E 0 mod Z, and $g(m, n) has the 
form 4k with k odd. 
We shall prove 
THEOREM 1. Let f: SZmql -+ S2” be a map; assume m > II, and exclude the cases 
(m, n) = (2, 1) (4, 2) (8,4). Then we have the following conclusions. 
(9 g(m - 1, n - l)e,(f) E 0 mod Z. 
(ii) Zfm~nn2(mod4),andn~s++ wherem-n=2”.kwithk odd,then 
+g(m--1. n - I)e,(f) = 0 mod Z, 
and +g(m - 1, n - 1) has the form 2”-‘t with t odd. 
(iii) Zf n & 4 and m - n 3 2(mod 4) then 
3s (m - 1, n - l)e,(f) E 0 mod Z, 
ond+g(m- l,n- 1) has the form 4t with t odd. 
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This theorem, together with Proposition 7.20 of [I], gives exact results for m - n 6 10. 
I would like to.thank Professor J. F. Adams for many helpful suggestions. 
If X is a finite CW-complex, let K,,(X) be the Grothendieck group of virtual A-vector 
bundles over X, where A = R, C or H. If A = R or C, K,,(X) has a ring structure induced 
by the tensor product of bundles. The tensor product also gives bilinear pairings 
&r(X) 8 K,(X) + &z(X) 
6/(X) @ KR(X) -+ &r(X) 
If X has a basepoint x0, let 
It,(X) = Ker[i*: K,(X) + K,(x,)] 
We also have natural transformations 
#* : Km, Km + uw, Km 
and ch,: K,(X) + H*(X; Q) 
Composing these, we get 
ch,: K,,(X) --, H*(X; Q) 
Using results of Bott [4], and assuming t is even if A # C, we have &(S2p E Z, with 
generator g*‘, say. 
Then we can choose these generators uch that, if 
+*cs:> = M, 
the I, are as follows: 
c, = 1 for all t 
( 
1 
r, = 
ift=O(mod4) 
2 ift=2(mod4) 
h,= ; 
t 
if t = 2 (mod 4) 
if t = 0 (mod 4). 
Let m > a, and f: S2m-1 + S2” be a map. Let X = S2” uI e2”’ be the reduced mapping 
cone off. Assuming m and n are even if A # C, we have the following commutative dia- 
gram in which the rows are exact sequences. 
0 + R,(S2”) : R,(X) : K*(S2m) co 
0 + &(;n) 
I 
+ &) 
I 
4- r7,& +o 
1 
1 
& 
1 
the 
I 
ch, 
0 c R*(S2”; Q) t &‘*(X; Q) + i?*(S2”‘; Q) c 0 
Let h(“) E H2’(X; Q) be the image of a generator of integral cohomology, i = m, n. We 
have &,(x> z Z $ Z with generators qh and &,, coming from and going to generators by 
i andj respectively. 5,, is unique up to adding an integer multiple of q,,. Also 
b*(tld = &I% 
9*(‘9 = A”& f b*% 
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for some integer b, which is unique modulo the greatest common divisor of h, and h,. 
It is known [3] that ch&(S2’)] is exactly the image of integral cohomology in H2’(S2’;Q). 
Choosing our cohomology orientation compatibly with the K-theory generators, we have 
ch,(?jc) = /Pm) 
A,(&) = II + eh(2”‘), eE Q. 
If a different choice is made for <,, the value of e changes by the addition of an integer. 
Thus e belongs to a well defined element of Q/Z which we denote by e,Cf). This element 
depends only on the homotopy class off, since the homotopy type of A’ does. It is not 
difficult to check that 
e,: x2,,,_ I(S2”) --, Q/Z 
is a homomorphism, compatible with double suspension. 
First we show how operations can give integrality conditions on e. 
PROPOSITION 2. A% 
PA,.: R*(X) 4 G(X) 
be a natural operation such that for q 1 1 and for all c E R,(X) 
WKW(~) = &q,....,,(c~ll). . . . .(cW) 
Letf: sm-l --, S2” be a map, where m and n are even unless A = A’ = C, and suppose A, = 1 
Then for each choice of l,, &,,,, and &,. the numbers e, b,, and b,. satisfy 
(&I - a,)e + a,,d = q& + pb,. - a,b,, 
where (Iz(~“‘)~ = dP2”), (d = 0 if ni # 2n); 
p is an integer such that hip = g ; and q is an integer depending on our choices and on p,,,,,. 
Proof. p,,,,,(<,,) = PC&,. + m,,, for some integers p, q. Thus 
ch;./~**,(<*) = pch;&) = p&,h’2”‘. 
But chi+**,({*) = a,chX(S*) = a,ht2”). 
Thus 1.;~ = Q,,. 
On the other hand 
ch”,+**,((*) = NYPU, + pb,,qe + q&,qc) 
= (a,e + pb,, + q3.~)h(2”). 
chX+**J~*) = a&X(*) + a.,,CchXSdl * 
= (a,e + a,b,, + a,nd)h(2m). 
The result follows by equating the two expressions for chz.p,,,,,(&). 
We next construct the operations CL**, which we need. 
PROPOSITION 3. Natural operations p,,,,. can be constructed as follows: 
(i) A=A’=C;&,:&-*R, 
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and 
(ii) A = H, A’ = R; p&R : KH + I?, for which 
a,(&,) = 2 - 2q-’ 
Proof. Let 
nl’(z1, . . . , z,) = &: k2 1; 
3P(Zl, . , . ,k?,) = n 
d(zl, . . . , z,) = l~i,<~<i~jn(~i,.....zi*). k 2 1; 
. . . 
ayz,, . . . , 2,) = 1. 
We have the following identities. 
k-l 
(1) ,To( - l)‘&ck-j + (- l)kkd = 0, for k 2 1, (Newton’s formula) 
(2) nyq - 1, . . . , z, - 1) = jio(- l)k-j(;)xj(z,, ... , z,). 
If lZil = 1 for each i, 
(3) nZ(z*+5,-2,...,z,+z,-2) 
= n2(z1, . . . , z,, Z,, . . . , 2,) - 4n’(z,, . . . , z,, z,, . . . , 5,) + 6n’ 
(4) a2(z, + 5, - 2, . . . ) z, + I, - 2) 
= uqz,, . . . 3 Znr z,, .*. , 2”) - (2n - 2)a’(z,, .., , z,, z,, . . . , 5”) + n(2n - 3). 
Define virtual unitary representations of U(n) by specifying their characters on the 
maximal torus, as follows: 
churl& = crk(zl, . . . , z,) 
charY~, = 7rk(z,, . . . , 2,) 
charv& = nk(z, - 1, . . . , z, - 1) 
char& = d(z, - 1, . . . , z, - 1) 
If y : S&z) + U(2n) is the usual inclusion, define complex representations of Sp(n) 
as follows: 
EL, = Et, o y 
V~C=yl~COy 
char& = 7rk(Z[ + 2, - 2, . . . , 2, + 2, - 2) 
charp~,=ak(z,+~1-2 ,..., z,+Z,-2) 
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By checking characters, we have 
J?$,.(A 63 B) = 8 C%,W C3 %@)I i+j=h 
yLv(A @ B) = %(4 @ cdm 
v;,.(A $ B) = vf&4) @ v~,.(B) 
P!&& 8 B) = i +y= kbid4 0 ~idB)l 
These addition formulae enable us to define operations (for which we use the same 
symbols) 
Ek,,,, \YiA,, I&,., jl:**: K*(X) -+ K,*(X) 
The previous addition formulae hold for these operations. Ek is the exterior power opera- 
tion, and Yk the Adams operation. 
From (1) we have 
k-l 
(1)’ ,&( - l)ip~,,$,;! + ( - l)‘kp:,,, = 0, k 2 1. 
This certainly holds for positive elements. But vi,,,,,(z) = 0, so vi,,,(5 - r) = vi,.(r), for 
T trivial, and similarly for pi,,,. The formula then follows, since an arbitrary element 
of K,,(X) can be written as (5 - r) with r positive and r trivial. 
From (2) we have 
(2)’ v:, = j.(- W$)Y!~ 
This holds for bundles, and follows for elements of K*(X) since Y and v are linear. 
Formulae (3) and (4) give 
(3)’ & = Yie - 4Yi, + 34y;, 
(4)’ cl;&) = E;,(V) - (2n - 2)&X1) + n(2n - 3) 
for q E J&(X), virtual dimension q = n. (3)’ follows by linearity; (4)’ by writing q = < - T 
with c positive and z trivial. 
It is known [2] that 
(5)’ c&Y;,,. = k%h;, 
at least when A = A’ = C, and it follows directly from the definition of C/I,, when A = H, 
A’ = c. 
For the proof of(i), (5)’ and (2)’ give 
chqvk C cE = jiJ - l)kbjjq( r)ch: = j?&k)chfj 
(say). Since ch,Ov$ = ch,0&, = 0 for i > 0, all the middle terms in (1)’ are decomposable, 
so we get 
a,(&) = ( - l)k- ‘B,(Wk 
C 
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which is the displayed expression. Also from (1)’ 
For the proof of (ii), we note that EgE (respectively Ei:-‘) is the complex form of a 
real (respectively quaternionic) representation of Q(n). It follows by induction from 
k-l 
(1)” c (- l)~E&,Y~;,; + (- l)‘kEk, = 0 
i=o 
that the same is true for ‘Pi: (resp. ‘Pi:‘). Evidently & and vi, are quatemionic, and 
(3)’ and (4)‘, which hold for representations, as well as operations on Kn, show that & 
and v& are complex forms of real representations. In each case the image of the operation 
may be taken to be KR or & rather than KC, and all formulae continue to hold. Then by 
(3)’ 
Ch4 vz s na = (24 - 4)ch% 
and (1)’ gives ch% v&a - c/z$@~~ v&) + 2c&&a = 0 i.e. c/&& Y (2 - 24-l)chB + 
decomposabies, as required. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (i) Using p,“,: 
If m # 2n, for all k 2 2 and some e E e,df) 
L 
t~,~&-d~~~~ 1 
k-i 
e=C(-1)’ kT1 
I=0 ( 1 [(j + l)m-l - (i + l)“- ‘]e_= an integer 
It is immediate by induction that (k”-’ - P”)e is integral, which is the required 
result. 
If m = 2n, we have 
k odd 
+ 5$? , k even 
But d is even, since we have excluded the cases where there is an element of Hopf invariant 
one in 7cpm_ i(S2”), so ~“,~.d is integral, and the result follows as in the last paragraph. 
(ii) Here m # 2n, h, = 1 and we apply ,& obtaining 
2n-1(2m-n -l)e=2q+(1-2”-‘)b,-(2-2”-‘)b, 
By (A) and ‘the dam it $ s + 3, g(m - 1, n - 1) = 2”-’ .odd, so the result will follow if bR 
is always even in this case. If r : KC + KR is induced, by the inclusion U(n) -P O(2n) and 
I : KC-+ KC is complex conjugation, we have & 0 r = 1 + t. In this; case, c = 1, since &, 
is an isomorphism and t = 1 on quaternionic bundles. Also r(&) is a valid choice for &. 
But then 
&r(L) = (1 + r)T, = 25,s 
so b R = 0 for this choice, and hence bR is always even since it is unique mod 2. 
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(iii) This follows from (i) and remark (c). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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